INCO:ING MESSAGE

FROM: AMCN EMBASSY LONDON
TO: MILID WASH DC
NR: 4866

INFORMATION AT BERKELEY STREET ABOUT GOSHO RPT GOSHO FELL BETWEEN TWO STOOLS CIA DID NOT HAVE FULL INFORMATION WHEN I SENT MY NUMBER FOUR EIGHT TWO FIVE OF MAY TWENTY BUT TODAY I DISCOVERED SOMEONE WHO KNEW THE STORY PAREN TO STRONG FOR CORDERMAN FROM TAYLOR SIGNED PEABODY PAREN PD WHAT I SAID ABOUT GOSHO IN CLEAR WAS CORRECT PD HOWEVER THEY DO HAVE ABOUT A DOZEN CODE MESSAGES LETTER TRAFFIC WITH WORD GOSHO NEAR BEGINNING OF TEXT PD THEY HAVE DONE NOTHING WITH THIS PROBLEM PD ALL THE DOZEN MESSAGES WERE INTERCEPTED BY CANADA OR UNITED STATES CIA SO IGNORE SUGGESTION IN MY NUMBER FOUR EIGHT TWO FIVE THAT YOU SEND SOME OVER AS PRESUMABLY COMPLETE INTERCHANGE HAS ALREADY BEEN EFFECTED IN ROUTINE MANNER
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